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In this poster I will argue that the strength of a prosodic boundary, implemented as
the amount of phrase-final lengthening, is dependent on the syntactic structure’s proba-
bility of occurrence. Prosodic boundaries in low-probability structures are stronger than
similar boundaries in high-probability structures. The relevant probability is calculated
‘locally’, relative to the past several sentences to which a speaker has been exposed,
rather than ‘globally’, relative to the speaker’s entire past experience with her language
taken as a whole. I support my claims with experimental evidence.

Previous work by Gahl and colleagues demonstrates that the predictability of the
syntactic structure of a verb’s complement given the verb’s subcategorization bias af-
fects the duration of words in that structure in a planned production task (Gahl and
Garnsey, 2004; Gahl et al., 2006), and in a spoken corpus (Tily et al., 2009). They find
predictability-conditioned duration differences mainly on words which fall at prosodic
boundaries, suggesting that predictability may be influencing the process of prosodic
structure building, rather than only the phonetic implementation of an utterance.

This experiment specifically compares words at prosodic boundaries to other words
in the sentence, and finds that the words at boundaries are lengthened in low-probability
structures, but words not at boundaries aren’t. The experiment also compares the effects
of a structure’s ‘global’ probability, modeled as its probability in a corpus, to the effects
of the structure’s probability within the experiment, and finds that the ‘local’ probability
is more predictive of speakers’ durations than the corpus probability.

Participants read aloud subject- and object- extraction clefts, given in context, as in
(1) and (2). For animate extracted constituents, subject extraction of any type is much
more common in corpora than object extraction (Roland et al., 2007). The experiment
consisted of an initial block of two of each type of structure, followed by a ‘training’ block
during which one group of subjects saw eight object-extraction structures in a row, and
a second group saw eight subject-extraction structures. The training block was followed
by a post-training block consisting of two of each type of structure.

The extracted constituent (‘Edward’ in the example sentences) is likely to be at a
prosodic boundary since it is at the edge of a CP. The duration of this word was measured,
as well as the duration of other words in the sentence: ‘who’, the verb (‘scammed’ in
the example), and the second DP (‘Melvin’). Duration differences between extraction
types were only found on the extracted constituent, and not on any other words. Before
training, the extracted constituent was longer in object-extraction (OE) clefts (mean
407ms) than in subject-extraction (SE) clefts (370ms, t=2.4, p=.02). After object-
extraction training, this difference was no longer present (OE: 385ms, SE: 397ms), but
it was still present after SE training (OE: 448ms, SE: 388ms). A linear mixed effects
regression model was fitted to the duration data from the two training conditions, with
extraction type and training condition and their interaction as the fixed effects, and
subject and item as random effects. A significant effect (p=.04) was found for the
interaction of extraction type and training condition.
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These results demonstrate that the probability of a syntactic structure can affect
its prosodic implementation. Although the verb-conditioned structural predictability
examined by Gahl and colleagues could be analyzed as a difference in lexical frequency
between two copies of each verb - each with a different subcategorization requirement
- no such analysis is possible of these results. Probabilities over structures, which are
not pre-stored, are influencing the production process. The influence of the structure’s
probability is localized to words at prosodic boundaries, suggesting that it is the abstract
strength of prosodic boundaries which is affected. Lastly, the local probability of a
structure within the experiment influenced boundary strength more than the global
probability of a structure within a corpus.

Watson and Gibson (2004) propose a mechanism (the ‘LRB hypothesis’) for calcu-
lating the strength of a prosodic boundary based in part on the upcoming structure’s
difficulty to produce. They argue that speakers plan chunks of structure at prosodic
boundaries, buying extra time for difficult structures by producing a larger prosodic
boundary. Speakers gain more recent ‘practice’ with processing structures which are
more common in the immediate speech context than with structures that are less com-
mon. This practice may make these structures easier to produce, causing speakers to
produce smaller prosodic boundaries while planning them.

The results of this experiment suggest that the local probability of a syntactic struc-
ture within the current discourse context influences the process of prosodic structure
building during the production of that structure. I argue that speakers gain practice
with structures that occur several times in a particular speech context, and that practice
makes those structures less effortful to produce than structures with which the speaker
has not had recent practice. Prosodic boundaries which immediately precede these
low-probability, unpracticed structures are systematically produced larger than similar
prosodic boundaries which precede high-probability, practiced structures.

(1) Subject-extraction:
(Did John scam Melvin out of some money?)
It was Edward who (t) scammed Melvin out of some money.

(2) Object-extraction:
(Did Melvin scam John out of some money?)
It was Edward who Melvin scammed (t) out of some money.
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